2005mustang gt

Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. All original, 2nd owner, no
accidents, Craigar Rims, Deluxe factory sound system with woofer, V8 GT, never winter driven,
Ford custom cover, leather seats,. This car was taken care of, maintained and never beat on or
raced. It is my baby. Great condition never winter driven very well maintained no scratches
everything works perfect cold air intake and a tune come check it out. Car was a project for a
car show in Halifax and we have a new project on the go for this summer so this one is for sale.
Its been a lot of fun and a real head turner. Has a 2 year MVI good till end of Great condition
Mustand, 5 speed manual transmission, leather seats, power drivers seat, ice cold AC and
cruise. All vehicles at Cole Auto Sales have gone through our fully licensed shop and come with
a fresh 2 year MVI, have been freshly detailed and eligible for extended war In great condition,
second owner, has only been driven a handful of winters. The perfect car to get you where
you're going in style. Carview Mustang 6 Cylinder For more information regarding this or any
other vehicles in our inventory, please do not hesitate to call us or come in for a test drive.
Trades are welcome, financing is available for all credits. Reach millions of car shoppers locally
and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle
is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced
slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include
additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Filter
Results 14 14 Ford Mustang for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 1. Virtual
Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a
number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a
number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max
payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Convertible 3. Coupe Black 2. Blue 1.
Green 1. Light Blue 1. Red 5. Silver 3. Unspecified 1. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. Front
Wheel Drive 1. Rear Wheel Drive Gasoline Unknown 1. Automatic 8. Manual 5. With Photos. With
Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox!
Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails
from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter
Results Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage km. Monthly Bi-weekly
Weekly. Gold Series. Contactless Services New. Mileage , km. Mileage 99, km. List your car
here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned
Ford Mustang inventory from local Ford dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare
prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Ford Mustang with
similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View
more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new
vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all
dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. This
listing has ended. The seller has relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible
for vehicle pickup or shipping. Read more. Jan 24, PST. Does not ship to Ukraine See details.
Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. No rips or tears in the
leather but some scratches on it. Oil just changed. If I were keeping I would replace the tires to a
new set. About this vehicle This Ford Mustang is an original with updates to the exterior. The
owner has had it for 1 year. The vehicle runs great and is mainly used for weekend drives.
Seller's Notes 84k miles Some scratches couple of dings, but no major damages. Hot heat
Garage kept Still has shaker speakers, but they do not turn on. No leaks. Tires could use a
rotate and balance. No mechanical issues at all. Exterior Some scratchers and dings. Top is still
Original but no leaks. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information
Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis
and eBay is not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If
you have any questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Ended: Jan 24, PST. Shipping: Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:
Pensacola, Florida, United States. Seller: dtiger Seller's other items. No mechanical issues at all

Exterior Some scratchers and dings. Top is still Original but no leaks Interior Engine. The
Mustang GT was all new like the rest of the Mustang range. Muscular new engines gave the
Mustang stronger performance. The 4. Add 40 more horsepower than the engine and take away
that kind of weight and you saw a big improvement in overall performance and not just in a
straight line. The Mustang GT comes standard with a rear spoiler, but a spoiler delete option is
available. A TREMEC five-speed manual transmission is standard, but for the first time, a
five-speed automatic transmission is available. Two sets of wheels were available on the GT for
Standard was a revised set of Torq-Thrust replicas that had proved to be so popular on the New
Edge generation Mustang. Optional was split spoke bight machine finished alloy that replicated
the look of the Mustang concept car. Chassis engineers also wanted a balanced ride and
handling feel and chose the narrower and taller tire to enhance ride comfort. Behind the new
wheels was a new braking system with disc brakes at all four corners. The GT was outfitted with
aluminum dual piston floating calipers clamping on a large At the rear the GT got single piston
calipers and larger These new front and rear brakes represented the largest set of binders ever
installed on a factory mainstream Mustang. This system automatically adjusts braking pressure
to the wheels that could use it more effectively thus enhancing stability and shortening
stopping distances. Both packages had standard items that included: 4. The GT Deluxe package
comes with the standard stereo and cloth seats while the GT Premium package comes with the
Shaker audio system and leather seats. Share Tweet. Fifth Gen Mustang. See all results. Weekly
Mustang News Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals and events each week. Cool
Mustang stuff. No crap, we promise. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks.
Limited slip differential â€” Optional on 3. Anti lock brake system and traction control. Stainless
steel single exhaust. Stainless steel dual exhaust. Active anti theft system. Front seat side
airbag system. Wheel locking kit. Leather trimmed bucket pockets. Leather trimmed sport
bucket seats â€” V6 requires red interior accent package. Full center console with cup holders
and arm rest. Drivers footrest. Tilt steering wheel. Steering wheel mounted cruise control.
Power door locks. Air conditioning. Remote keyless entry. Personal safety system for driver and
passenger. Power 4 wheel disc brakes. Power side view mirrors. Rear window defroster.
Intermittent windshield wipers. Shaker sound system with in-dash 6 CD changer, 8 speakers
and MP3 capability watt. Shaker sound system with in-dash 6 CD changer, 10 speakers and MP3
capability watt. Convertible soft boot. Exterior sport appearance package. Interior upgrade
package. Red interior accent package. Only in America could an econobox in fancy dress
named for a wild horse become the must-have machine of an entire generation. Where else
could a musclecar's sales rise as its powertrain and chassis were emasculated mids? And in
what other land could a manufacturer lie about a car's engine size in bright chrome numerals
for 14 years and even fudge power output a couple times along the way without sales tanking?
Editor's Note : To mark the arrival of the redesigned Ford Mustang , we're bringing back this
comprehensive Ford Mustang review, with driving impressions on the V-6 model and, of course,
a Mustang GT V-8 track test. Head here to go straight to the Mustang GT track test.
Nevertheless, two-and-a-half decades, two Corvettes, and five presidents later, Ford has finally
done the honorable thing and foaled a brand-new pony. It showed it off, talked about it, and at
long last tossed us the keys for a chaperoned drive across Michigan to Gingerman Raceway.
But mere subjective impressions gleaned on a carefully orchestrated launch seemed like a bun
without the beef, so we managed to lasso a stray 'Stang and hook it to our gear for an exclusive
first test. Is this Mustang worthy of the loyalty the brand has always enjoyed? All the panel
gaps, surface alignment, and detailing on these salable early production cars look Japan tight
and orderly. Interior craftsmanship is similarly first-rate, with real aluminum on the steering
wheel and dash on cars with the optional appearance package and a chic, woven headliner. A
higher beltline and narrower windows conspire with a proper bucket seat and heel-'n'-toe pedals
to make the new Mustang cockpit feel sportier, though the car stands an inch taller and the seat
is a half-inch higher off the ground. Shorter folks may find themselves banging their funny bone
into the console lid while shifting the short stick, which was moved aft this year. Everyone will
notice the dead pedal is tipped forward at an awkward angle that doesn't match that of the
accelerator. The rear seat accommodates sub-six-footers reasonably well, but they'll have to
hold their own lattes-- Ford neglected to mold a pair of cupholders into the back of the center
console. After just a few Michigan potholes, one wonders if Ford's modest structural
improvement figures are overly conservative. The body feels snare-drum tight, attenuating
impacts instantly. The extra rigidity coupled with the revised suspension allowed Ford to
tighten up the shock valving and roll control without ruining the ride, which is slightly busy but
never uncomfortably harsh. Bend the GT into a set of esses and two more contrasts between
new and old come into focus: The seats actually restrain the occupants so the steering wheel
rim and grab handles don't have to, and the steering responds way more quickly. The ratio is

actually a fraction slower And the steering feel is free of the increasingly unwelcome electronic
tailoring of the ratio or effort. Dump the clutch at half-throttle, and the Mustang GT paints two
beautiful, unbroken black stripes--even with the traction control on. The system can tell drag
racing from snow slippage and stands aside to prevent the indignation of an electronically
aborted stoplight stampede. This year the system is also tuned to permit a bit of
wheelspin-induced oversteer when driving aggressively on dry pavement. You'll want to switch
the traction control off to wring the most out of this chassis on a closed track, but when
switched on for responsible public-road driving, the extra latitude the system affords is
welcome. At the racetrack, the Mustang truly showed us what it's made of--and that is to say,
slightly lesser stuff than similarly priced sporty cars like the Nissan Z and Mazda RX Oh, the
lusty V-8 pulls stronger out of every corner, but the car carries more weight over its all-season
front tires, so it pushes more than those cars and seems less eager to rotate without brutish
steering and throttle inputs. And while MacPherson struts can be made to work magic on a
Bavarian budget, this humble horse falls short of world-class chassis poise in bumpy turns,
where the front end chatters a bit and the heavy hardware out back can be felt moving around
more than one would like. The GT's larger four-wheel-disc brakes boast percent-more swept
area and feel terrific on the road, but two hard laps at the track caused them to fade
disconcertingly. All that said, the new car felt quicker and easier to pilot smoothly around the
track than its glue-factory-bound predecessor, and most of these issues fade in importance
once you drive off the track. Chevy , the world expects a commensurate Camaro. More than
two-thirds of Mustang buyers will pass on the macadam-melting GT. Happily, the new
rental-grade 'Stang is much less of a penalty box. Its SOHC 4. That's only nine more horses and
pound-feet-more torque than its pushrod 3. Relative to the old four-speed, the overall gearing is
36 percent shorter in first and around 50 percent shorter in the next three gears, so there's a lot
more torque multiplication on hand at every speed in every gear. The same is true of GT
automatics. No V-6 Mustang was available for direct comparison, but our sense is that the team
managed to preserve much of the old degree 3. Probably, it's a big improvement, but no
blindfolded passenger will ever mistake this for a Japanese six--unless perhaps the car is
traversing a concrete freeway at 70 mph and tire noise is drowning out the engine. Saddle sores
are something to watch out for after miles in the base seat a similar stint in the GT provoked no
such grumblings. Relative to the GT, the V-6 rolls more, understeers more, and is resistant to
steering with the throttle. But the best thing is that the base car is in no way visually
emasculated. You can't order the GT's grille-mounted foglights or inch wheels, but the 16s fill
the wheelwells nicely, and a rear spoiler is optional, as are all the GT's interior dress-up bits.
Has Ford taken this retro thing too far? Forget all that guff about drag-racing customers
demanding a live axle, this setup's a cost-cutter. All that said, the geometry of the new axle is
far more efficient, which allowed weight to be pulled out of the links and springs and reapplied
to reinforcing the axle and differential so it can better withstand aftermarket tuning the
engineers will admit to percent overdesign, so beware of torque claims above pound-feet. The
front and rear suspensions are designed to control lateral cornering forces with one set of
bushings and longitudinal ride inputs with a different set of more compliant bushings,
improving both ride and handling. The new L-shaped front control arm even allows a sharper
steering angle, so U-turns require less real estate. Exclusive First Track Test We've got the
numbers To say we're pleased with the results would be like saying it'd be cool to have Jay
Leno's garage keys for a day. Here's the deal from our man behind the wheel: From a stop, the
GT launches with unexpected ferocity at under two seconds to 30 mph. Normally, this kind of
urgent getaway is reserved for cars with clutch pedals and DIY gear boxes. Using a
brake-torquing technique at just over rpm, the new Pirelli tires favor a liberal amount of
wheelspin, easily modulated with the throttle. The P Zero Neros hook up more readily than the
Goodyear Eagles on previous Mustangs, which tend to alternately spin in vain or bog-'n'-go
depending on launch rpm. The new engine revs quickly past the indicated rpm redline and
shifts just shy of the "real" limit. First, second, and third gears are tightly spaced and snap off
upshifts nearly as rapidly as a Mercedes AMG SpeedShift automatic. Forth and fifth gears,
however, are performance-sucking black holes slowing the otherwise energetic acceleration
curve. With a 5. A same-gen five-speed manual GT managed only a 5. Similar story in the
quarter mile: The new car's The new car's We suspect the new car's deep, high-fuel-mileage
fourth and fifth gears are to blame. What would a manual trans GT be good for? Estimates on
automatic-to-stick-shift conversion factors vary, but this auto's close gearing keeps the engine
boiling, so the difference may not be as much as you might think. It's safe to say a self-shifting
GT is a sub-five-second runner, likely in the 4. In the slalom, the new Mustang feels altogether
more precise, predictable, and stable than the car it replaces. The firmer platform is better
suited to allowing the suspension and tires to do their jobs more effectively. Where the old car

slides as a whole past each cone unpredictably at that , the bites hard on initial turn-in,
transfers weight in the blink of an eye, and manages rear roll-steer far better. Just a hint of
opposite-direction wheel input brings the rear end back in line with an authoritative snap ready
for the next cone. The best run was over 66 mph, better than any previous Mustang except the
race-ready Cobra R of In typical Mustang fashion, the new car lapses into terminal understeer in
the slower-speed skidpad test, but still managed a Cobra-like 0. In case you're wondering how
the new Mustang stacks up against the GTO: The American pony is faster and nimbler than the
Australian-bred goat--automatic or manual--but a retest will be in order as soon as we can get
our hands on the upcoming horse Pontiac. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share
on Facebook Share on Twitter. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
e90 manual transmission fluid change
full auto conversion manuals
ethernet wiring diagrams
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

